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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2017013689A1] Ironing board for domestic use with heated and ventilated board with steam-release function and built-in boiler. Said
ironing board has several ironing modes and automatic mechanisms that make it especially easy and intuitive to use. In particular, the three
following ironing modes: ironing by hand only (without using any iron); ironing with steam iron and release of steam from the board at the same time;
ironing with dry iron and release of steam from the board at the same time. The by-hand-only ironing mode (without any iron) has to a new automatic
system of ventilation change from suction to blowing and the contemporary release of steam from the ironing board by simply operating a foot-pedal
control. This enables the user to keep his/her hands completely free to flatten the item to be ironed on the board by exploiting the air suction first
and then pressing the foot- pedal to obtain the blowing function and steam release. The user can then iron the item by using air and steam and
eliminate any creases by using his/her hands only. After releasing the foot-pedal, the ironing board stops ejecting steam and changes the ventilation
from blowing into suction: during this phase the residual steam is sucked and the garment is dried up, while the user flattens and folds it. The ironing
mode with steam iron has a ventilation mechanism controlled by the iron that starts the ventilation either in blowing or suction mode according to the
selection made each time steam is released. Each time the foot-pedal is operated, the ventilation changes from suction into blowing and at the same
time steam is released from the ironing board, so that steam can come from the iron and the worktop for greater effect and penetration of steam into
the item being ironed. When the foot-pedal is released, the ironing board stops ejecting steam and the ventilation is changed back into the previous
mode. In the ironing mode with dry iron, the ventilation is set as continuous suction and the user irons with dry iron and the heated board in suction
mode. In this case too, by pressing the foot-pedal steam is released from the board and the ventilation is changed from suction into blowing. When
releasing the foot-pedal, the steam ejection from the board stops and the ventilation is changed back into suction.
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